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solution to replace human vision in some traditional
Abstract—With the development of Image Assisted Total Stations,

measurements. It combines all the advantages of total station

some original calibration methods which were tested on

and cameras such as high automatization, few personal errors

prototypes can be improved for new instruments. This paper

and so on.

proposes an improved calibration method in telescope camera of

MS50 is one of the Geo-robot produced by Leica which

total station MS50. Coded Targets are detected automatically

has step servo motors and is equipped with two video cameras:

with the help of open source library OpenCV. With enough

overview camera and telescope camera. They have different

number of the pixel coordinates obtained by CTs and the angular

field-of-view (FoV). The calibration method in this paper is

readings obtained from total station, we can calculate all the

for the built-in telescope camera which has a small FoV. The

calibration parameters at a certain focus position. New group of

maximum resolution of telescope camera is 2560×1920 and

parameters can be interpolated by focus position. To accomplish

the camera axis is paralleled with the collimation axis. One of

a highly accurate measurement, some details should also be

the principal problems in IATS is to establish the relationship

considered. Distance measurement is not involved in this method

from image points to its corresponding angles in theodolite

because of its relatively low accuracy compared with the angular

coordinate system, which is the calibration procedure in IATS.

measurement in close range. Thus only the two-dimensional

Most of existing calibration methods are tested on different

relationship between angles and image coordinate values are

self-made prototypes (e.g. [1], [2], [3]).

studied. Finally, the longtime stability of this method is tested by

Reference [3] made an overview of traditional active

a longtime monitor example which verified the stability and

automated target recognition (ATR) technique and its

accuracy of this method. The standard deviation of calculated

limitations, while adaptation of appropriate CCD camera can

angles from the image pixels can be no more than 0.1mgon with

help solve some of these problems. Automatic detection of

the given conditions. Instead of automated target recognition

targets on image helps improve the efficiency of IATS

technique which requires prisms for each target position,

applications and has various ways to accomplish such as

estimated angles obtained from image point using coded targets

ellipse detection, cross line detection, template matching and

save much cost and are more convenient for application in

so on. For actual applications, coded targets (CTs) are perhaps

monitoring.

the best method because by CTs we can obtain both the pixel

Keywords—Image Assisted Total Station; Coded Targets; Stability

coordinate value and the ID of the target on image at the same

of Monitor; Calibration

time. CTs are one of the basic tools in photogrammetry and
primarily used for initial exterior orientation determination [4].

I.

INTRODUCTION

There are two main types of CTs, concentric rings and dot
distribution [5]. We choose the first one because it’s more
robust in detection. CTs in this paper are studied to

Image assisted total station (IATS) is a promising

automatically detect the pixel coordinate of the target in the
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image based on open source libraries [6].

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF CALIBRATION

Existing literature [7] originally proposed a camera
calibration method without real control array. It’s suitable not
only for the built-in telescope camera, but also for other

Fig. 1 Relationship between pixel coordinates and image coordinates

cameras which is rigidly installed on the telescope. But for the
telescope camera in MS50 whose accuracy of distance

Supposing there is a virtual plane which is perpendicular

measurement is relatively lower than that of angular

to the collimation axis, we also define the 3D telescope LH

measurement for most of total stations. It demands more

coordinate system in which the Z axis is opposite to the

stringent requirements for the distance measurement if we

pointing direction and Y axis is the horizontal axis. The X and

want to obtain higher accuracy of 3D coordinate. Thus,

Y axis in virtual plane coordinate system are paralleled to the

distance measurement is not involved in this method and we

telescope axis, so X and Y coordinate value in virtual plane

only concentrate on the 2D transformation relationship

are the same in telescope coordinate. Besides, the telescope

between angular measurement and image coordinate.

camera axis is always paralleled to the collimation axis in

Pixel coordinate is a left handed (LH) coordinate. The

MS50. The relationship is shown in Fig. 2.

origin point is the left top point in the image. We define the
image coordinate also as a LH coordinate. The origin is the
distortion center of the lens and has a value  x0 , y0  which
can be fixed at the center of image in pixel coordinate. The
relationship between the two coordinate sets is as shown in
Fig. 1, and we have:

xI
yI

= y0
=  x0


+

yP
xP

where xP , yP are pixel coordinates and xI ,

(1)

yI are
Fig. 2 Relationships among telescope coordinate, virtual plane and image

image coordinates.

plane

Distortion occurs inevitably in lens system especially in
wide FoV lenses ([8], [9]). But in our case where the FoV is

1.5 diagonal, the distortion error is much smaller. Thus, we
only consider one radial distortion parameter. Experimental
result shows it is sufficient. The corrected image coordinate is:

xI _ c  xI  xI  K1  r 2
yI _ c  yI  yI  K1  r 2

The virtual constant should be always fixed because the
shape in virtual plane can change by a scalar factor in
different virtual constant as shown in Fig. 3. We set

c  105 (unit: pixel).

(2)

where xI _ c , yI _ c are corrected image coordinates,

r 2   xI 2  yI 2  and K1 is the radial distortion parameter.
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pointing to the zenith direction and the X axis is pointing to
initial zero direction. Different instrument errors will always
influence the angular measurement. So before using the angles
to do the coordinate transformation, we need to compensate
these instrument errors first. These errors are brought by the
instrument itself and should be independent to the calibration
parameters. We use the same mathematical model for
calculating the theodolite axis errors in [1] and we will not
discuss it here. The compensated angles are

Hz _ thC and

V _ thC . With the help of the crosshair in telescope we can
calculate the instrument errors before calibration. This is one
Fig. 3 Different virtual constant can have different shape size in virtual plane

of the major differences between Walser’s method and ours.

The coordinate in virtual plane is obtained from image
coordinate by 4 affine transformation parameters (Fig. 4).
These 4 parameters ( a1 , a2 , b1 , b2 ) are equivalent to those in
Walser’s method [1] which is expressed as
scale factor in both directions,

sx , s y for the

s for shear factor and 

for rotation angle.

Fig. 5 Relationship between theodolite coordinate and telescope coordinate

There are two steps to do the 3D coordinate transfer from
telescope coordinate to the theodolite coordinate. The first
Fig. 4 Affine transformation between image coordinate and virtual plane
coordinate

Then rotate

The formula is quite simple and easy for differentiation:

x _ tel  a1  xI _ c  a2  yI _ c
y _ tel  b1  xI _ c  b2  yI _ c
where

step is to rotate

(3)

x _ tel and y _ tel are telescope coordinates

and have the same value in virtual plane coordinate.
For each target point we can always have a 3D
coordinate value

 x _ tel; y _ tel; c , and from telescope

 -V _ thC

around Y_tel along clockwise.

Hz _ thC around Z_tel along counter clockwise.

We have :

 x _ the 
 x _ tel 
 y _ the   Rz ( Hz _ thC )  Ry (V _ thC   )   y _ tel 




 z _ the 
 c 
 x _ tel 
 R   y _ tel 
 c 

coordinates we can also get the corresponding theodolite

(4)

coordinates by two rotation angles - horizontal angle and
where

vertical angle.
For a leveled instrument, the theodolite Z axis should be

Ry(V _ thC   ) , Rz ( Hz ) and R are

rotation matrix in 3  3
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 x _ the

y _ the z _ the is theodolite
T

coordinate.
is counter clockwise, we have :

III. AUTOMATIC DETECTION OF CODED TARGETS
(5)

cos    sin   0 


Rz     sin   cos   0 
 0
0
1 



unknown parameters by cubic polynomial function and a new
focus position.

 cos   0 sin   


Ry    
0
1
0 
  sin   0 cos   

Actually

CTs

detection

is

another

edge-based

measurement method. As is described in [11], edge-based
method is the most precise detection method compared with
template-based method and point-based method. In literature
[3], detection based on image processing algorithms has

is the rotation angle.

With the 3D theodolite coordinate obtained by (4), we
can get the corresponding horizontal angle, vertical angle and
slope distance of the target. We don’t need the slope distance
in our method.

special benefits compared with Automated Target Recognition
(ATR) functions. Detailed comparisons are given in that paper,
so we will not discuss again. For CTs, we can also get the ID
of each target which makes the detection a fully automation
procedure.

 y _ the 
Hz _ tar  arctan 

 x _ the 

CTs have been used in photogrammetry for decades. In
literature [12], different types of CTs were summarized and a


z _ the
V _ tar   arctan 
 x _ the2  y _ the 2
2









(6)

photogrammetry software.

FoV of telescope camera, we can get the pixel coordinate in
the target and the estimated horizontal and vertical angles of
the target with the method above. The parameters to be
estimated are :

Xˆ  aˆ1 aˆ2

bˆ1 bˆ2

circular CTs automatic detection was presented. The CTs we
are using can be obtained by PhotoModeler and many other

So every time we point to the target direction within the

After some basic processing such as Gauss filter and
image binarization with a given threshold, we use Canny
algorithm [13] to get the edges in image. With all the edges,
we can fit the corresponding ellipse boxes. These fundamental
functions are involved in OpenCV libraries which are open
and can be compiled in different platforms [6]. The most

T

Hzˆ Vˆ  (7)

important thing in CTs detection of concentric rings relies on

where Ĥz and Vˆ are estimated angles of the target

position; the other is to obtain the robust and unique code in

Kˆ 1

in theodolite coordinate. The 5 parameters ahead determine
the

specific focus position. Once we get different calibration
parameters in different focus position, we can interpolate

If we define the positive direction of the rotation matrix

where

the focus position when calculating those parameters at a

relationship

between

pixel

coordinates

and

the

two crucial steps. One is to correctly find inner ellipse for
the outer code region for ID. The whole detection procedure is
shown in Fig.6.

corresponding angles of the target in theodolite system at a
A. Correct Ellipse Capture

specific focus position.
Each point pair can establish two observation equations,
so we need at least 4 point pairs to calculate the parameters. A
least-squares adjustment method is used to estimate the

According to each contours, we can obtain the area and
perimeter as

SCount , LCount by counting pixels. With the

variables with an identical weight matrix and an initial value:

existing ellipse fitting method [14], we can calculate the

a  1, a  0, b  0, b  1, K  0, x  1280, y  960

estimated area and perimeter for each ellipse box:

0
1

0
2

0
1

0
2

0
1

0
0

0
0

S Esti    a  b

Hz 0  mean( Hz _ thC (i)),V 0  mean(V _ thC (i))

LEsti  2    b  4   a  b 

(8)
We must be aware that the 5 parameters ahead will
change when the focus position changes. As is mentioned in
literature (e.g. [3], [10]), the calibration parameters are
potentially subject to variations. So every time we need to fix

where

(9)

a is semi-major axis and b is semi-minor axis.

Besides, we define the center of the ith ellipse:

C , C 
x
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Start

Choose ith
ellipse

Define max and
min size of
ellipses

Start

Define the
radius of code
ring as k1 times
inner circle

Find all
contours

Import
image

Separate code
ring into Bits=14
part

Choose ith
contour

Convert to
grey image

Enough to fit
an ellipse

N
Go to next
contour

Y
Get 5
parameters of
bounding box

Binary
image

Input a
threshold
G

Get binary
values from the
image at each
pixel coordinate

Gauss filter
processing

Transform local
coordinate to
image pixel
coordinate

N

Choose the
smallest
decimal number
as the code2

N

code1=code2

End

Add to ellipse
list

Decode the
code

N

Y
Satisfied with all
the restrictions

Capture
ellipse

Is it the first
code ring?

Define some restrictions:
· Within defined size
· Within image
coordinate
· Ratio of major and
minor axis in a certain
range

Edge
detected
by Canny
algorithm

Sort at different
starting
positions but
the same order
which generate
a different
number

Y

Choose the
smallest
decimal number
as the code1

Y

Is it the last
contour?

N

Y

Add pixel
position and
code to CTs list

End

Is it the last
ellipse?

N

Y

End
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Capture ellipse

Decode the code

Start

Calculate 14
coordinate
values in each
local ellipse
coordinate

Define the
radius of code
ring as k2 times
inner circle

i=i+1

Fig.6 Flow chart of automatic CTs detection
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All the ellipses in the image should satisfy these basic
constraints below:

a  k1  b, a  RMax , b  RMin
k2 

(11.a)

SCount
L
 k3 , k4  Count  k5
S Esti
LEsti

(11.b)
(c)

0  Cx  k6  a  w,0  Cy  k6  a  h
where

(11.c)

Fig. 7 Code region (red circles)

We can check the binarization image by code point

w and h are the width and height of the image

coordinate in image. Then a 14bit binary code is obtained. If
resolution respectively; RMax and

RMin are predefined

we choose a different starting point, the binary value is also

maximum and minimum ellipse size in image. (11.a) restricts

different. But we can choose the smallest value among 14

the length of estimated semi axis which can avoid large

codes as the unique code. In Fig.7(c) for example, the smallest

eccentric-errors when the surface of CTs is not perpendicular

code value is 00000110001111 and the corresponding decimal

to aiming direction. (11.b) can help delete part of wrong

number is 399 which is used as its ID code.

shapes. (11.c) can make it sure that the detected complete

Correct inner ellipse capturing is the prerequisite of

target is within the image bounding. In our case, we set

correct decoding. But we can never make it sure the inner
ellipse is always correctly captured in front of complex

k1  2, k2  k4  0.9, k3  k5  1.1, k6  3 .

background. We use two groups of code points to check the
code region. As is shown in Fig. 8 (a) and (b), two code rings

B. Decoding
Code region is the outer ring of the fitted ellipse which is

are

k7 and k8 larger in size of inner ellipse which is green

separated into some specific sections. The code-bit determines

and blue ring respectively. The decimal number obtained by

the number of sections. Suppose we use code-bit as 14.

these two group rings should be the same result; otherwise the

Standard ellipse is shown as Fig.7(a). We can calculate the
coordinate of 14 red dots (i.e. code point) as:

2
 
xi  a  cos(i 
)


14 , i  0,1,...,13

 y  b  sin(i  2   )
i


14

inner ellipse is wrong. Here we set

k7  2.9 and

k8  2.5 .
(12)

where xi and yi are local ellipse coordinate. In fact,
the ellipse is not always standard and has a rotation angle
(Fig. 7(b) blue ellipse) and the center is

C , C 
x

y



in the

(a)

(b)

Fig.8 Check of codes

image coordinate. Thus, the coordinate of code point in image
coordinate is:


 xi  Cx  xi  cos( )  yi  sin( )


 yi  C y  xi  sin( )  yi  cos( )

(13)

Fig.9 Wrongly detected ellipses

We must be aware that not all the codes can be used for
detection. Some codes can be wrongly detected quite often by
(a)

(b)

the background. As is shown in Fig.9, even a part of the code
ring can easily be detected as ellipse by mistake. We can
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investigate a more complex ellipse detection algorithm to

accuracy than the latter one. Thus, the absolute accuracy of

avoid this problem but we need to pay more for the cost of

the final result is mainly determined by the angular accuracy

efficiency. In a simpler way, we solve this problem by

of total station itself. But if the aiming direction of the

abandon the corresponding codes which are listed in Tab.1.

telescope remains stable, the relative deformation captured
from the telescope camera can be precisely detected. Once the

TABLE I.

Abandoned codes

precise relationship from pixel points to corresponding angles

0000000000000

0000000000000

0000000000001

0000000000010

is established, we can get at least no lower accuracy of

0

1

1

1

angular monitoring compared with the traditional way which

0000000000011

0000000000100

0000000000101

0000000000110

uses ATR functions with prisms.

1

1

1

1

0000000000111

0000000001000

0000000001001

0000000010000

readings will be a little different if we aim at the same target

1

1

1

1

from different telescope positions. Existing literature [10]

0000000010001

0000000010010

0000000010100

0000000010110

solves this problem by aiming to the target randomly and this

1

1

1

1

systematic error will be averaged to all the calibration

0000000011000

0000000100001

0000000110000

0000000110001

parameters. To avoid this error which will influence the

1

1

1

1

accuracy of calibration result, we always need to preserve the

0000000110100

0000000110101

0111111111111

1111111111111

1

1

1

1

Because of the instrument manufacturing, the angular

same procedure when translating the telescope to target
direction. Fig.10 shows the way how we translate from
left-top corner to the target P each time we do the
measurement in calibration.

IV. ACCURACY ASSESSMENT

The FoV of telescope camera is

1.5 diagonal and the

resolution is 3200 pixel diagonal. If the CTs detection has
subpixel accuracy position ([11], [12]), the corresponding
angular accuracy is 0.052mgon.

Fig.10 The translation way of telescope to a target P

According to least-squares method, we have:

res

A   xˆ  L



 res _ Hz 
 res _ V  



ˆ  Hz _ tar 
 Hz
A   xˆ  

 Vˆ  V _ tar 

V. EXPERIMENT
(14)
A.

Preparations

res is the residual vector of observations, A is
linearized design matrix,  xˆ is corrections of variables

The internal temperature can influence the output of angles

using identical weight matrix. It’s an iterative procedure with

and image point. This issue has been studied and tested in

an initial value given by formula (8). The posterior variance of

previous literatures (e.g. [10], [11]).

where

Warming-up procedure is the first crucial preparation.

unit weight is:

ˆ 02 =

resT  res
r

(15)

r is the degree of freedom. There are 7 variables
to estimate in this method. If there are n pairs of
where

observations, we obtain r  2  n  7 . The value of

ˆ 02

(a)

(b)

Fig.11 Angle, pixel deviation and inner temperature in warming-up procedure

reflects the quality of original observations.
From equations (1)~(6), we can see that there are two

This procedure is shown as Fig.11. It is 2 minutes interval

kinds of observations: one is the angular measurements

between each experiment index. We can see from Fig.11(a)

obtained by total station; the other is the detected pixel

that horizontal angle can deviate for 1.2 mgon and vertical

coordinates obtained by CTs. The former one has much lower

angle will stay stable. Fig.11(b) tells that warming-up
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procedure will influence the CTs detection by 4.2 pixel on the

calibration positions and there are many CTs on the plate, and

image.

we only choose one of the CTs as our study target. We have 12

Theodolite axes errors should also be considered before

pairs aiming directions near our study target to estimate the

calibration. As is mentioned in literature [1], theodolite axes

calibration parameters for each focus position of CTs.

errors always occur when some axes conditions are not met.

Different focus position of CTs means different parameter

These errors involve vertical-index error, collimation error

relationships between theodolite system and image system.

and tilting-axis error which can be determined and eliminated.

We obtained 8 positions and the relationship between focus

The relevant formulas have been discussed before, so we will

position and distance from CTs is shown in Fig.13.

not discuss it in this paper. These errors are calculated by
existing formulas.
B.

Image Capturing and Corresponding Measurement

Fig.13 Relationship between focus position and distance from CTs

VI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
According to the mathematical model and formula (15),
Fig.12 Experiment at focus position of 803

we can estimate all the calibration parameters and the

After the preparations mentioned before, we can start to
obtain calibration data then. As is described in literature [7]

accuracy of the result by least-squares method in different
positions.

for case of single target, every time we translate to a position
near the target, we can obtain a pair of angular readings and
pixel coordinates of detected CTs. Fig.12 shows one of the
TABLE II.

Calculated results of 8 positions

803

637

548

460

365

295

228

167

2.024

2.529

2.942

3.540

4.577

5.902

8.302

13.205

a1

0.960226

0.955317

0.953185

0.951738

0.950733

0.950469

0.950563

0.950744

a2

0.002545

0.002672

0.002646

0.002681

0.002596

0.002609

0.002570

0.002589

b1

-0.002609

-0.002291

-0.002385

-0.002503

-0.002475

-0.002483

-0.002356

-0.002468

b2

0.960263

0.955375

0.953383

0.952056

0.951149

0.950798

0.950818

0.950884

K1 (106 )

-1.1862

-1.1394

-0.9646

-0.9734

-1.0500

-1.0919

-1.1431

-1.0489

ˆ 0 (mgon)

0.084

0.068

0.065

0.059

0.064

0.064

0.102

0.091

Focus Position
3-D Distance
(m)
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The results above are estimated based on equal weights.

9

0.335

-1.856

-0.348

-0.006

0.053

-0.037

With the estimated parameters in Tab.2, we can obtain all the

10

0.086

-0.685

0.250

-0.061

0.090

0.067

new parameters by interpolating focus positions with a new

11

-0.792

0.419

-0.279

-0.042

-0.050

0.092

focus position. As is described in literature (Knoblach, 2009),

12

-1.323

1.700

0.040

0.175

-0.200

0.135

we can also establish polynomial functions between focus

13

-0.371

-1.910

-0.670

0.303

0.038

0.082

position and these calibration parameters. More focus

14

-0.652

-1.065

-0.043

-0.162

-0.001

0.028

positions mean more precise sampling of the parameters for

15

-1.290

0.035

-0.236

-0.151

-0.021

0.083

modeling. One thing needed to keep in mind is the virtual

16

-1.745

1.647

0.316

0.489

-0.082

0.262

constant shown in Fig.2 should always be fixed both in

The longtime stability is rather important for a method.

calibration and application. Different virtual constants will

To test it in this method, we monitored the CTs at focus

obtain different groups of calibration parameters because of a

position of 705 for 13 hours and 40 minutes. Inner

scale factor.

temperature finally stabilized at 38.8℃.

Fig.14 and Tab. 3 show residuals of estimated angles in

From formulas (1) to (6), we can calculate horizontal and

16 directions nearby the same target with different methods at

vertical angles of the target in theodolite coordinate system

a new focus position of 508.

based on theodolite readings, detected pixel positions on
image and the interpolated parameters. We choose a part of
the stable observations which lasted for 200 minutes (Fig.15).

(a). Gnomonic projection

(b). Walser’s method

Fig.15 Deviation of estimated angles by this paper’s method at 38.8℃

The standard deviation of calculated horizontal and
vertical angle are:

(c). Method in this paper
Fig.14 Residuals of different calibration approaches using the same data at

Hz 0  0.053mgon

focus position of 508

V 0  0.062mgon

(16)

Fig.14(a) and Fig.14(b) refers to the same calibration
methods and parameters in literature [15], Fig.14(c) is the
VII. CONCLUSION AND EXPECTATION

residual result calculated in this method.
TABLE III.

Residuals of target angles calculated by different

There is an exact relationship between telescope camera
coordinate and total station coordinate. We can use CTs

methods(Unit:mgon)

instead of ATR functions which always require prisms for

Gnomonic
Point

Walser’s method

This method

projection

each point to automatically find the target.
Higher accuracy of CTs detection can help improve the

index
Hz

V

Hz

V

Hz

V

1

1.476

-1.651

-0.460

-0.494

-0.005

-0.234

2

1.299

-0.170

0.290

0.120

0.064

-0.065

3

0.627

0.908

0.054

0.112

-0.015

-0.106

4

0.240

2.005

0.611

-0.212

-0.066

0.003

5

1.315

-1.626

-0.126

-0.197

0.199

-0.106

6

0.887

-0.394

0.303

0.034

0.052

-0.145

7

0.165

0.750

-0.076

0.143

-0.012

-0.064

8

-0.260

1.892

0.375

-0.050

-0.044

0.005

quality of the final results in further study. Once we combined
angles from total station and images from the built-in camera,
we can use various image processing algorithms such as
template matching, edge detection or image segmentation
according to different specific applications with motorized
reflectorless total station. CTs in this paper are only one of the
various photogrammetry

tools.

In

different

kinds of

applications we can use different target detection strategies on
image. This method will not be limited to close range
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applications as long as the size of the target on image is large
enough to detect. This is one of the reasons why IATS is a
promising research direction.
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